Every Moment
Matters
Build Continuous Trust
and watch your digital experience thrive.
Imagine a world where you could transact, communicate and engage without
fear. A world where customers were instantly familiar. Where every moment
spent online wasn’t given a second thought. And where your business and
your customers could interact from anywhere without risk of fraud or a
compromised experience. That’s exactly how Telesign is delivering the
promise of the digital economy.

Continuous Trust - From the moment you meet,
to every single moment thereafter.
Protecting the valuable contract
of trust between your brand and
your customers is critical.

80%

of the EMEA audience do not
feel in control of their personal
data when they are online1

Instantly know
your customers
everywhere
Milliseconds Matter
Whether you’re onboarding customers, verifying transactions,
or authenticating engagements, every second counts. Telesign
establishes identity in near real-time, at the point of
connection ensuring every interaction is seamless with
minimal friction.

Accuracy Built on AI
Using over 2,200 digital attributes, a fraud
consortium represented by some of the largest
internet properties in the world, and powerful AI and
data science, Telesign delivers dynamic risk
assessments through an easy to implement API.

Always-on Global Vigilance
Trust is nothing if it’s not everywhere. Our risk assessment is
borderless and omnichannel, securing every interaction
wherever your customers choose to engage. Every month,
over five billion unique phone numbers transit through the
Telesign platform - representing over 60 carriers and over
50% of global mobile users.

Build loyal brand
advocates from
the beginning
Start With Trust
Trustworthy brands attract more customers and get more
business from the start. When you provide an onboarding
experience that is secure and seamless, you build relationships
that are rich and satisfying.

Leave No Doubt
When your customers feel secure and protected, they don’t
think twice about engaging with your brand. But when they
have a bad experience, they never forget. Increase loyalty and
greater engagement by removing doubt and worry from every
interaction.

Create Brand Evangelists
Turning your customers into brand advocates is the ultimate
achievement of exceptional digital experience. You give your
customers more reasons to shout about your brand to their friends
and colleagues when every interaction is seamless and secure.

Continuous Trust is the bedrock of exceptional digital experiences.
It gives businesses the power to protect and defend their own
systems and networks, while protecting every customer
interaction, wherever it happens, with unquestioned accuracy and
without delay. All empowered by innovative AI and data science.

To learn more about how Telesign can help your business build a
foundation of Continuous Trust, please visit:
<www.telesign.com/uk-en/whatsapp/how-to-instill-continuous
-trust-in-every-part-of-your-customer-journey>
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